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About This Game

999 Lives, 999 Stars, 999 Levels - Get ready for a challenge!

999 is a puzzle platformer style game in which you must fling your character to the exit through 999 difficult levels that will
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push your platforming skills to their limit.
Throw your character around gruelingly addictive, funky, psychedelic, colourful and thrillingly rage inducing levels and get as
far as you can - you may think that 999 lives is generous, but prepare to be surprised and, most of all, prepare for a challenge!

Features

999 Levels

9 Game Modes

Global Leader-boards and over 125 achievements

Mouse based game-play

Extreme challenge and difficulty

Variety of extras and mini-games to unlock

Streamers HUD, optimised for live streaming
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Title: 999
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Tydecon Games
Publisher:
Tydecon Games
Release Date: 29 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP or later

Processor: 1.00 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0 Compatible

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 161 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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really bad; doesnt make any fun; the loobys for multiplayer are always empty and the campaign is incredibly boring - I wnat my
money back - this game really sucks!!! DONT BUY!!!. okay... here it goes
so this is the best game i've ever even been given the CHANCE to comprehend.
I've played this hidden gem to completion about twice now. I can't put into words how much I love this game.
The music, characters, dialog, writing, lovely environment, the character development, are just so wonderful!
I think about this lovely piece of work every moment of my life!

Please, if you're just seeing this review or seeing if this game is worth your time and money. Then heed this warning...

Prepare for the best ride in your life.. Ice and snow on the track aren't just visual, it really is slippery this time around. The track
surfaces can not compare to Dirt Rally 1. The improvement is more than visual people!. It is a VN that gives you a chapter or two
for free and hopes you buy the rest of the chapters. After playing a short amount of time I thought "this game is terrible" and
deleted it. English translation is really bad to the point of being almost incomprehensable in points. Borring as heck and seems like a
waste of time.. cute little game with funny atmosphere which is also interresting for adults. this game doesent have good controls
when you play online no one there it be taking 20 mins i don't think you should get this game. For those of you wondering how to
access this because the developer seems to have some growing to do, it's in the equipment menu, under the robot's status picture with
the equipment slots. You'll see a button labeled "Default" with no tabs or description at all as to what it does, but if you click on it,
you can select the alternate skin in the dropdown menu. Note that the alternate skins mask over your current equipment, so you
won't see any changes when you swap your parts out.
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A Geometry Wars clone with 'multiplayer' elements. Instead of gaining weapon powerups you search for drone powerups that
can attack your opponent('s shield). It's very simple, and not really deep. But somewhat fun if you have a couple of minutes to
spare.

[Rating: 65\/100]. So I took a chance on this game as I wasn't impressed with the game title or the description of the game, but it
was on sale for $2.49 and I figured there wasn't much to lose. Holy crap, this game is hella fun. Like Xortex 2.0.

There's wave shooters out there where you physically dodge bullets, but in this game because of the scale, you use your hands
and switching between hands to avoid danger. There's so many powerups along the way and so many different types of enemies.
It's unbelievable the amount of content. I only got through wave 5 on easy on my first playthrough! I already got my money's
worth and I'm looking forward to playing a lot more.

This is a must buy as there's very few games that'll entertain this much for this little cash.

Rating 9\/10 (keeping sale price in mind versus fun had). Well, it's been fun and was working flawlessly, but after the last
update I cannot play more than 2 minutes without it crashing. I've updated drivers and checked my file integrity. Everything
checks out. It just doesn't work anymore. The developers should check their updates more thoroughly. Done being frustrated.
Uninstalling.. I'm having fun for the most part. But a request for the developers, please rotate the hand position so that your vive
controllers show your hands sideways instead of palms down for bowling. It doesn't work right as it is. My controllers have to be
physically turned weird in my hand to bowl naturally. Its uncomfortable. Please fix this. Also, the environments are very blah. It
needs more stuff going on. Pictures, trees, birds, shadows, people in the background, something. It feels very barren, and lonely
right now. Maybe I could recommend this after it gets more finished, but for now, it's very bare bones, and isn't as fun as Wii
sports.. I'm a casual gamer and I've never actually played the board game. I have only played against AI and have no opinion on
multiplayer.

The game itself is pretty fun and charming. I've played a couple games and it takes about 1-3 hours to finish. I got 4 of the
expansions on sale but have only played the base game so far in order to get familiar. Good balance between strategy and luck.

The digital release of the game has a few issues that should be mentioned. The UI isn't bad but I have experienced a few times
not being shown the cards it was trying to display (though it was only 2 times and never again so maybe it was just a fluke). I
also I think a "Go Back" or "Cancel" button would have been nice. The AI is at a times cutthroat and other times erratic. At the
start everything usually plays fine and I've seen the AI do many very competitive actions. Toward the end, particularly when you
get to the end space and start casting the command spell, sometimes the AI does attempt to race to the end in order to stop\/beat
you, but half the time it just does random things (last game I played the last remaining AI just ran around amassing gold and
ignored the fact that it had a talisman and sufficient power to attempt to make it to the center and beat me, another time the AI
simply refused to leave the corner with the chapel, even at full capacity of lives, just going back and forth between that and a
healer and making no attempt to do anything but keep its existence going). I guess its no surprise that an AI can't truly replicate
the experience of playing with other people and the issue has really only become a problem at the end when the game is pretty
much over...but there is one more issue that adds insult to injury with this. The die rolls seem unnaturally low. The game still
plays fine with that, maybe sort of balancing with the AI issues...but at the end you need to repeatedly roll high numbers in order
for the game to end. The endgame length is exponentially increased since it takes so long to roll high, your opponents get extra
time to find a way to heal. I actually had to quit the game when the AI was just looping to healers. Which isn't a big deal, you
could just shut it off and know you won..but you miss out on the goals and achievements and runestones for the time you put
into the game (if only the AI could concede defeat in those extreme cases or something...)

All that said, I'm still enjoying the game a lot, and its well worth the asking price. Just be aware of the quirks, the game plays
fine. Decent graphics and sound in my opinion.. Well...
The music isn't the best but it's okay. The level design, however, MAKES YOU WANT TO RAGE. It's not a fun rage, as in
"Omg dis game is so addicting! I can't get past this level!"
more like
"Well thats the last of my screen...
and there's alot of glass in my fist, too."
The graphics are "cute", I guess :\/
but over all no it's not worth spending the time you have on.. So funny wish there were mods.. wish there was controller support
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